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·WI.LL INCREASE BY-14°/o
m1mmum of "$100,000 a year in.
maintenance and $1000 a day in
There will be a 14 percent in- utilities."
. .
crease in the cost of room and
The cost of the hospitalization
board for 1982-83 according to plan for Xavier's faculty rose 49
Thomas Stadtmiller, associate vice- percent, said Stadtmiller. These inpresident for business affairs.
creases, coupled with raises in·
teacher salaries and unexpected
Jumps in Xavier's operating ex- costs, all ·-contributed to higher
penses necessitated the increas~ •.... operating--expenses than were ex. said Stadtmiller. In February, Cin- pected, he said.
·
cimiati Gas and Electric raised utility rates by 11 percent. With a utility
Other factors besides increased
bill of $1 million already, this in- costs ihfltienced the decision to
crease results in an additional raise room and board, said Stadt$110,000 cost a year tO Xavier, said miller. Fewer students resided in the
dorms than expected. There was
Stadtmiller.
According to Stadtmiller, the ac- also a drop in occupancy between
quisition of the U ,S. Shoe property the first and second semesters.
According the Stadtmiller, even
also brought with it a financial
. burden. He said it will cost a with the hikes in tuition and room ·
,BY PAT CUSICK
News Reporter· _

the budget has had to be tightened
considerably. Next year's
maintenance budget has been cut by
$1 million. Almost all requests for
additional personnel have. been rejected. Instead of replacing worn
machinery, it has become·necessary
to repair the old equipment and run
it for another year, said
Stadtmiller .
"This is the first year since I've
been here that we are still looking at ·
a potential deficit this late in the
year," said Stadtmiller. He said the
potential deficit is currently
estimated at $300,000. Jf the conditions that occured this year reappear in the future, there may be additional tuition increases in following years, Stadtmiller explained .
I

Slate Issued. Warning

Dr. Terrence Toepker
wins Fenwick Award

The Student Government the warnings, the slate was propresidential slate of Tony. Bramer, hibited from campaigning until
Lou Velasco, and Jack Donalds.on after 2:00 p.m. on Sunday.
In her view, the Board's decision
was given two strong warnings last
Friday tiy the Student Government was "the fairest thing we could
Elections. Board, • aceording to come up with." She.noted that a
third warning against-the trio would:;>
"' Chairperson ,Ellen Stevens;
··.• ·:rrhe reasort-for the·warnings,.she. . resuh in dlsci.ualific·aiion' ffom tlfe''':.
··
said, was the the three had begun election.
. ·their campaign before the manPresidential. candidate Bramer
datory ·candidates' meeting on commented . afterward that "The
Thursday afternoon. Prior to that only crime we were guilty of was
date, a door sign was put up, but- that we had a well-organized camtons were distributed, and a letter paign. Because of that, the mistake
. soliciting campaign workers was happened." He said that he would
sent out.
just as soon forget the incident and
Stevens said that, in addition to concentrate on the election.

Pr_e-registration for
1982 Fall Semester
Wednesday, March 31
to Tuesday, April 6
Schedule booklets available March 22 in the Registrar's
Office.
Business Students - sign up for a counseling appointment
at the Business College table, first floor corridor, Alter Hall,
beginning Thursday, March 18.
Arts and Sciences Students - consult the departmental
bulletin board of your declared major for the name and location .of a faculty member for counseling.
Arts and Sciem~es Students with an undeclared major Consult Fr. Bennish, Alter 104B; Dr. Napoleon Bryant, Alter
104C; Dr. Schweikert, Alter 104D; Fr. Kennealy, Alter 124;
or Dr. Cusick, Alter 125.
Edgecliff Students - Information posted ori the academic
bulletin board, lower level of Sullivan Hall.

Peering through a cluster of balloons, peer counselors llve up to their
name as they get Career Planning and Placement's latest project off the
ground.
'
·
.

Dr. Toepker ·

. • Dr.Terrence.:Toepker is-the 1982 ·
· CBishori'.''Fertwick ~Teacher of the
Year.·
·
,
A lS~year member of the faculty
and Physics Department chairman,
Toepker was selected last week by
the Jesuit Honor Society Alpha

Mike Santen chosen as
Busines~ Manager by
Publications Committee
The Xavier Programs and
Publications Committee has named
senior Mike Santen as Business
Manager of the Xavier News for

last two issues of this year's
newspaper.

1982-83.

Santen's job will be to handle
newspaper subscriptions• and sell
advertising sp_ace in the paper.
Ken Schoster will serve as
Santen's assistant.
Santen, a marketing major, said
his main objectives as Business
Manager will be to "co-operate
with the news staff and try to get
advertising that is relevant to the
students."
Incumbent business manager
Dave Roth will assist Santen on the

Mike Santen

Sigma Nu; which sponsors the
award.
Toepker remarked. that he had
thought that it would be "h.ard for
a scientist to get that kind of award
because they don't get to meet that
many students." He regards the
award as a tribute to his colleagues
as well as to himself, "The real
thing," he said, "is that it
represents the tradition at Xavier of
excellence in teaching."
To be nominated for the award/ a
letter of recommendation must be
submitted which demonstrates the
professor's exceptional classroom
lectures, involvement in extracurricular activities and an effort to
recognize students as individuals.
Any student in the university can
submit a nomination, and this year
Toepker received two. He is the
first teacher to receive two in the
same year.
''All I know is that, after the
fact, several of my students told me
that someone had beaten them to
the nomination," Toepker said.
As a Xavier student majoring in
physics, Toepker himself was a
member of Alpha Sigma Nu.
Toepker will be honored at the
Alpha Sigma Nu Spring Banquet in
April, at which he will be the
keynote speaker.
The first Bishop Fenwick Teacher
of the Year was Dr. Paul Knitter,
theology, in 1980. Dr. John Getz,
English, was· selected by the honor
society last year.

i

Xavier's Armory
was the location
of a four-college
boxing tournament last Friday
night.
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.CAMPUS COMM.ENT
Compiled by DEBBIE WITSKEN

do you intend to vote or not vote in the
Student Gov~rnment elections?
Why

DEBBIE DOWNEY
Sophomore, Undecided
Cincinnati, Ohio

"I am not voting mainly because I don't
know the candidates, nor do I have any
kno.wledge of their viewpoints."

SCOT PUCCINI
Sophomore, Communication Arts
Blue Ash, Ohio

"Vote! Why vote? They don't do what they
claim they will do. But that's politics!"

MICHELLE C. JOHNSON
Freshman, Information .Systems
Hillside, New Jersey

"I'm going to vote because I feel we need
strong leaders in student government.
Without the students' votes we could end up
with someone incompetent of doing the
job."
·

MARYBETH CARROLL
Junior, Art Education
Cincinl"!ati, Ohio

"Yes, but Edgecliff students are not always
informed of activities and events on Xavier's
campus."

/

CONNIE MYERS
Freshman, Physical Education
and Health
Cincinnati, Ohio

"Yes, I intend to vote because I know the
candidates running. If I didn't know them I
would probably be a little hesitant."

1~

~

;\

''Freedom Fighter'' John Coyne
speaks views o~ WVXU show
By JOHN FOGARTY
News Editor

Clermont County salvage yard
owner John Coyne recently visited
the Xavier campus to air his views
on WVXU's "Live Line" program.
Coyne, who is currently awaiting
sentencing for feloniou~ assault in
the shooting incident that left two
Clermont County youths wounded
and one dead, took questions from
show host Larry Ashcraft as well as
. several callers who participated in
the program that aired March 10.
Dressed in · a striped . prison
uniform, Coyne discussed his
various court battles. They include
his troubles for possession_ of a
machine gun in the 1960's; his imprisonment-for driving his Sherman
tank on public roads in the late
1970's, and most· recently the
murder trial resulting from the
shooting incident that occurred at
his Boot Hill Auto Graveyard last
August. Coyne was cleared of the
murder charge but found guilty of
felonious assault. ·
·
Most of the participants w·ho
called questioned Coyne on the
shooting. Some callers expressed
doubt as to whether the case would
have gone to court if it had not been
. Coyne who was involved.
.
Coyne responded to several of
the callers by stating that he did not
believe in any man-made laws
"because they are selectively enforced and interpreted."
"Live Line" host Lar.ry Ashcraft

said that the purpose of having
Coyne on the show was "Not to
give him a soapbox to preach from,
but to provide a public service to
our listeners who want to know
what this man is really like."

courts of Southwestern Ohio. My
.message · is that America is going
down the.road to national socialism
and we should make family and
friends the main social unit once
again. Our nation is populated
-..., with
sheep and psychological ostnches.
In a follow-up interview with The Gestapo justice is an American
the Xavier News last week, Coyne tragedy.'.',_
commented that, although he was
-grateful to be on the show, "I don't
Coyne also contends that much
think that one hour is really enough of hj's trouble has come from unfair
time to enable people to understand treatment that he has received from
the complexity of my message."
the press. "Arrests are always wellCoyne commented further on his I'eported .but not the exoneration
message and the public's misunder- and the civil suits I have brought
standing of him. "I am not a-Com- against the police. After seven
munist, I am not a Nazi, ·I am a years; the.public' has just begun to
pioneer freedom fighter who has grasp · mY ·message of Gestapo
been made a political prisoner ·by jus~ice and the great satire that I
·the Gestapo justice and. kitngar<>o have perpetrated upon the press."

Board of Trustees decides on plans
for use of U.S. Shoe p.rop~rty,
j

By SANDY SCHROEDER
News Reporter .

Xavier's Board of Trustees has
rejected several proposals for using
the U.S. Shoe bl}ildings and has approved uses of the grounds, according to Vice President for Student
Development Rod Shearer. ·
Ideas for .the building were
turned down at the March 10
meeting, Shearer explained,
because the. heating and cooling
system in the building is inefficient.
It would cost &everal hundred thousand dolla!.s .JP..Qperate it
throughout the year, he said. _

few faculty members have ·complained about tight quarters. Only
one department has volunteered to
move to U.S. Shoe if office space
becomes available here, he explained.
"If the need becomes critical, we
could find other space on this campus · for faculty offices," he
concluded.

lubrication system working.
Shearer said part of the building
may be used to house the maintenance department. He said this could
be tlone whether the building is
heated or not.
Making the building available for
faculty offices is not major concern, Shearer said. He noted that

a

DO YOU KNOW EVERYONE SHOULD

cALLCBWQ CRelll.ge/ttlll.g
FOR AUTO INSURANCE PRICES!
871-3340
·HYDE PARK SQUARE

Since all rooms of the building j-·~·~~~~~~~~~!!i!!~!!i!!~~!!!!!!!i!!!!!-~-!!!!-!i_!!.~--·~!!!!!!·!!·!!··!!!!ii
are heated at the same temperature,
Xavier would have to use 250 offices and 250,000 feet of warehouse
Best haircut town for only $9.95?
space to gain maximum· efficiency
in energy use, Shearer said.
WHERE? At Command Perfonnance!
The board did approve use of
U.S. Shoe property for a multipurpose field and parking space,
Command Performance super-cuts are now
Shearer reported. He said parking
facilities are available for student
priced lower for students & Golden Buckeye
use now.
The location and construction
Card program: just $9.95 for shampoo and
dates of a field for intramural
haircutalone... or 10% off regular price for
sports will be decided by the board
after cost estimates are obtained,
shamooo. cut & styling. You will also SA VE
according to Shearer.
10% ON ANY OTHER SERVICE: coloring ...
"There's no greater space need
that we have right now," Shearer
permM. skin care.... or painless removal of any
said, "than athletic facilities for the
unwanted facial or body hair. Open weekday
students."·
He said uses for the building will
nights until 9... Sat. 9 to 7... Sun. 12 to 5.
be discussed at the May 10 meeting.
At this time, estimates will be given
Appointments not needed, but recommended
on a new, regulated heating and
for perms, coloring, skin care, and removal
cooling system, Shearer said. The
board also will hear estimates on
of unwanted hair. For more information, give
tearing down the building.
Shearer said the board would like
I.JS a call at 731-7694 in nearby Norwood.
to keep the building for future uses,
but will have to find some use for it
soon since the building is costing
the University. Xavier must pay for
minimum heating in the winter to
The Hairstyling Place
keep the water pipes from freezing.
In warmer weather, the cooling
system must be run to keep the

in

Command Performance

~

I
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· Xavier News

False •alarms spark··difficulties·
. . · By MARY SPRAUL ·
N~ws Editor · ·

There has been a rash of false. fire
alarms .in Husman Hall, according
to Robert · Becker, director of
residence life. False alarms have occurred on February· 27, . March 4,
and March 14 at approximately.
2:30 a.m., he said.
·
According to . Thomas Stadtmiller, associate vice-president for
business, affairs,. "Xavier doesn't

get fined (by the city of Cincinnati) .of an alarm and are less likely to .
.
for the .false · alarins" in ·. actual · .respond to one.·.
dollars; though valuable time of
firemen, st.udents and ·adMeasures are being taken to
ministrators is lost because of each either find the person or persons
false alarm ..
w\io are setting off the alarms or to
.. "There are a lot of. costs that otherwise control the situation, said
people don't recognize,"· said Becker. His office has circulated a
Stadtmiller. "The biggest danger.is letter to Husman Hall residents exwhat could happen because of the plaining that if a fire alarm is pulled . .
false alarms," he said. Students will in the future affresidents·wm be exno.. longer. recognize the. importance
pected to eva<;:u~fe the building im.
.· mediately. The dorm will then. be
thoroughly .·..searched·""· by senior
residents and graduate assistants,
said Becker. He said these proce........__
'"S.
dures wiil. be followed in all dorms.
necessary. fo cut: se~er~I pages fr~m
According to Jerry ~urger, ·
.TELL HER YOU'RE. TOGETHER FOREVER
· the original: yearbook layout in
Husman Hall senior resident, the
. WITH AN ENGAGEMENT DIAMOND
to. make the . March 15 · thor.ough, searches are conducted to
It's more . than meaningful relationship. You
·deadlfo'~ 'atfafoable,. .;:,
ensure
that
all
students
are
out
of
....
· ·want to be together forever. Say it in a quaint,
.thedorm, in.the,event..of a real fire.
old fashioned way. With an engagement diamond.
· Th~·, yearb~ok. sho~ld b~ ·out. in . . . The searcp.: measures ,a·re, al,so ,
We'll help you find a beautiful ring within your
' mid~S.eP.tember'.Of 1982 and will meant to ex~rt pres~ure pn the perbudget. A radiant diamond that says ... two loving ·
cons!Sf of aboiit200 pages, accord- ;&on
per~oiis. wl,lo are creating the
people can do their OV".n__ thing better together.
ing to Diehl.
·
. false alarms, ;said Becker. Jf the
He mentioned that· although the }alse afarms' ai;e pi]lled as a jqke;.he
. Round Shape Diamonds
As low as $150
turnout for senior pictures has been said,.'hopefully. tiie culprit's _fi;iends "
good so far, any senior who has not win ffnd ou't about.it and encourage ..
·,,
made an appointment· for pictures him or·h~qo stop the.'pranks., .
must do so before Easter break. ·
According to Becker,-discipli_nary ·
db~
· measures will be taken -if the culprit .
. DiSC::OUNT··
STUDENT
605 R.ace Streetis caught,. "ranging up to rerrfoval :
CHARGE'
'TO ALL
ACCOUNTS .
Cincin,ia~i. Ohio
XAVIER·
frorri the University." He said
INVITED ...
STUQENTS
tele: 621-0704
criminal charges may also be filed.

j--

Yearbook re8C.hes goal
The Xavier Yearbook Committee
reached its budget. goal of '$7000
just before its . deadline . meeting
with tile 'Public~tions Committee
on March' 15.
..
. ....
Yearbook editor Cliff Diehl said
that his committee was approximately $1000 short of the $7000
goal last month, but a $500 grant
from the Student Activities Budget
Board. coupled with. revenue from
advertising and pre-order sales
· saved the project.
.
.
Diehl ·also commented that it w~~~
.

order

a

or

Zep·.f'

\

Society· selects ,inductees
Alpha Sigma Nu,. the Jesuit
Honor Society, will induct 25 new
members at its ·spring banquet on
April 18.
Nineteen· inductees were· chosen
this year, 11 in the fall and eight .in
the spring. Those chosen in the fall
are- Paul Blair,· Beth Ann
Brinkman, Donna Dresher, Dave
Gunderman, Joseph Hellman,
Ruth Ann Hretz, Ken Menkhaus,
Ann Marie Ryan, Thomas Schuetz,
Frank Strasser and Lynn Swab. .
The eight students chosen this
spring are Stephen Dliritsch,
Jerome Ellig, Tl!~r~saAJ:!~ tiiii,~e·r;. ,~
Jean Marie Hanna; Kathleen Marie ·
Marks, Terri Peterson, Susan Skees
and-Scott Westrich ..
· Six students who were chosen· last .
spring will also be inducted at the
banquet. Those students. are
Richard. Berning, James Bier, Donna Hale, Anthony Mai:tin6, Anne
}lahrig and Maria Rose Youstra.
· Students are selected for induction int.o Alpha Sigma Nu on the
ba~is of scholarship, loyalty and
service.

·

Summer and/or winter jobs at
lake and ski· resort. Free. living
quarters and good pay for men
and women. long hours, but yoµ
can earn up to $2,500 per quarter and save most of it:
Waterskills, first aid certifications heipful, but not required for
summer applicants. Write
immediately with full . details
about yourself. Brandywine Ski
and. Summer Resort, Box. 343,
Northfield, OH 44067.

WE'LL.PAY YOU to en INTO

. SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
(

.(. ..

l

-

.

:;:~~~~;~~,·--

•
If you have at least

,,
'"

.'::;::\\\.
.::::;:::~:'

\\.\\

Extra Cash

· two years of college left, ·.
you can spend six weeks !).t
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp thiS SUrriJA~r and earn
approxiinately $600.
' ·····
· .And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2y ~ar Program this fall and
. receive up to ~1,000 a year.
But the l;ng payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.
So get your body in · ··
shape (not to mention your
bank account) .
. Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more_ informa~ion,
contact Captain Jim

5 Figure· income possible
on part-time basis. Own
your own business. Work
when you please. Make as.
much mon1ey as .you want.
Small investment of $25.

Michael, 745-3646.

ARMY ROTC.

Acme
1V1arketing Co.
1045 W. 8th St.
Cincinnati, Oh 45203

Phone

,-

381,;. 7920
"

Commentary
Tlw Xr1\·ir•1 St'\\'~"' is puhlisll<;cl \\'('C'kir itunughout tin· school

)'<'ilr

<'X<'<'PI during vrn·;.uiuns and c~xanls ii\' llu·

s1udc111s of x.'"'.it'r l :111\'t~rsity. <.:llwirumll. <>111<"> 4!i:!O"i. Yt'fu·fr .sulJscrlpH011 n11r·s aw S5 wf1l1i11 llH· l ·.s.,\.'. alld s1.:;1.,uu1~
:side thecrnuuiy-. Tiu' strnent<'lllSillld 01>lnions0Ltl1<' Xm·il'/C;\"uws ;m· 11rn 1wn·ssarilv 1110s<· ot 1h1· stu11i,1\l lll>1I\'. t<l<'lll-

·IY or udmil1lstmtlo11 01 Xm·il'r.

.
. . .. .. · · ·
· .
.·
E~1crecf'ns·1hirct t~JiJs.s·-nm~1.er ill 1hi~. lJ.S .. J!os1 ., >fli~«~.lif1ct<.~i· ,·>t·.nniJ nuinh<··r J:17ri.

. Editor-ln·Chli'f .................... ·......... .II ·rrr I Wig
· M<1naglng E<lilor: . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... .11.·1n1 t tmma
Business Mmm)l<'r ................ : ... ~Ilk<· Srnlt<'ll
News Eclltors .................. : .......101111 Fcigar1r
l\Jary Sprcil1I

Camptis Corn<'r ........... , ......... Tony Hmnl<'r
Sports Editor .................... \\'ar111· Wiggins
- Ent!'rlalnnwnr E<lllor . . .
. .. 1.i,;;1 K<'fn
Photo Editor ....................... Tony ~lartlno
Copy Editors . ... . . . . . .
. . : 1'<11 crm'<'ll
Tc·rrl Emm(,rs·
Faculty A<l\'lsor ........ : : .. , ... HI!\'. .tnck 11<,hn. s ..t.
BUSillC'SSAd\'isor.....
. ...... llllill'rt tl!'l"k1·r
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All have stake
ln SG elections

. . Student· Government (SG) possesses the power to
great dea~ of good· for
Xavier students, yet a substantial number of students neglect to vote in SG elections.
Their decision to. abstain from balloting is unfortunate. It is a pity to see· individuals who are compelled to fund SG through the I.D. fee abdicate their right to
determine how and by whom their m·oney is spent.
- .·
An oft-voiced '.excuse for not voting is that SG has little real influence in major
policy decisions; theincrease in the minimum 'tuition deposit being a case in point.
-Even this argument's adherents must admit that the University administration has
little reason to regard SG as the authentic voice of the students if a minority participates in the election process. ·
·
· ·
·
. ·
In addition, the sl~te elected to head SG does choose SG committee chairmen
from an elected Senate and appoints the student members on University committees,
including such vital o.nes as the Board of Und~rgraduate Studies and the Athletic ·
...
Board.
.
·
*''°'.....,,. w~ ·~•1.·
We believe, too, that the administration's willil}gness to listen to student concerns
~
1
11.fOUGHT'
WE HAO .A ~'><-E><SMPi SiA'TUS
increases in proportion to the quality of SG leadership. If SG is to gain more. power,
it must be comprised of dynamic and responsible individuals. All students should
thus be extremeJy .concerned about who is elected to represent them.
· • ·
'The list of reasons, given for no:t voting brings to mind the··story of the man who
.,
: l ..
Yl .·..i A f; ,,.;
went to .borrow. a lawn mower from his neighbor;'Wlien :confr6nted With the• re- .
i ~~['.-' ' "
. quest, the neighbor said that he could not-make'the ldan,because his toe' ached. Con-.·
fused, the man asked what a stub.bed toe had to .do with his borrowing ·a lawn·· , ·. · ·..'.·.·.· . · •:·
•·p··.·.· ·.
.·nl.
·S'"'.:;.· 1·t·-.·.,..
. .mower:The response: "Well, I just plain don't
to give it to you, .and one.ex.,.
.
,
.
.
cuse js just as good as .another."
.
. .
. . . ..· ,.,. , .....
. · ···. ., .
,.
.. . ' . ..
,
.
..·
. .
. . .
One excuse for not being informed abou~ the candidates and voting is just as good..
Philosophy boring? Indeed not!
· · own truth" relativism. Noodles .for me may
The radical musings of contemporary be a pink VW bug with green' interior for
as any other. He or she·who refuses to vote.forfeitsthe-right to complain aboutthe
·
· philo.sophers have freed us from col)cerns· you. ·
.
.. "'
election's ·outcome.
·
' ·
· ,. ·
A change. of just three votes would have reversed the ·outcome of last spring' s SG
over Sl\Ch mundane subjects as ·reality: and ·
Small wonder that many have 'just given
truth. Nowadays, philosophy can even make· · up .. For existentialists, the real isn't rational.
presidential race~ No one who is interested. in getting the most out of his or her years
at Xavier can afford to ignore today's elections.
·
mealtime fun. Consider:
.
For linguistic analysts, the rational isn't real.
Do noodles really exist, or are they fig- Pragmatists don't care, as long as we. get
ments of my imagination? Are they only where we want to go.
l
j_mp:~r{e.ct .i:eflections of th_~ __ g'r~.!!L . Th.e popularltY,_ pf.s.l!ch ~heories is often
.·. "µ.ogdlenel!_~" beyond? Are thes~,; the Slime. . due less to sincerity than to uiietior motives.
<',·noodles they we"i:e five minutes agtif Why eai;; /.some relativistsilire:'simplY,trYirig,to cover up
·>noodles if they and I are ali-eady "orte~'? ····
•their inability to cook up an.absolute truth.
!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!! 0 the rs simply .won't admit they' re wrong .
. "Don't bother me with facts;'' they say,
"I'm right anyway."
Dialectical philosophers, too, often seem
to
be less interested in truth than in inOne of the most confounding issues con- . for bonds bids the price of the· bonds up and
By PAUL ST. F. BLAIR
stituting Ma·rxism. After all, one can't be a
fronting today's economy is the subject of in- puts downward pressure on the interest rate
true Marxist.without a dialectic, and one certerest rates.
to fall.
·
A philosophy junkie,. troubled by such tainly .can't be an Intellectual without being
The federal deficit has been accused of be- concerns, now can't decide whether to eat at Marxist.
ing the culprit behind high interest rates all. After all, the food might . disappear ·
Communism, as a matter of fact, has been
which in turn has been accused of causing to- before it reaches his stomach. It .might not .a major victory· of the. destroyers of truth.
DARYL
day's· .recession. Whenever resources are exist.at all - heck, he might not even exist. These and the destroyers of men found each
LEWIS
One almost sympathizes with students who other in the discovery that, once philosophy
scarce and there is an excess of demand, the
. dynamics of supply. and demand will place say· that philosophy has nothing :to .do with steals ·reality; it is. quite .easy for .the Party to
·
·upward pressure on prices.· Similarly, the ·. their: lives;. In all likelihood, they have only · steal e.verything else.
'\:l.
Federal Government· and private business , · c11tudied philosophy. which. has nothing. what-· · · Most. people; however, will not accept such
·
· · ., .. philosophies. Of .course, this does not mean· ·
What is tne interest rate·r The price or cost ·compete for;credit ·(demand <for money ex- . soeveno.do with theb: lives.'
Most:.people.:knciw·that sotn:ething e~ist~, ... thateveryon.e is a skeptic. Basic Aristotelian
oµe-pays for holding i:noney. The most per~. ceedsthe supply of money) .. The competition..
nicious, most paralytical and destructive fac;;. between the two caqses the price of money. that there 'is. more than :cme thing, ,and ~that .· realism still lies at the root. of most people's
tor, by. far, now besetting the American (interest rates) to rise.
•things change. One or two of us still agree philosophies. Although Aristotle· himself
The effect of high interest rates on the that; in spite of change, things continue. A may not be completely adequate,, his basic .
economy is rising interest rates. Many explanations have been given for the current economy has been recessicmary. The housing
few radical conservatives on the' fringes even world·view is shared by almost everyone.
development of high interest rates. Common . and automobile industries have been hardest believe in the existence of·causes.
. . By the time this artide rea.ches print, Ayn
····among them are: 1) excessive price increases ·hit; Both,industries depend heavily on bor·.The· C-ontemporary Philosophical Rand .will have been· two and. a: half weeks
.(inflation) that re.duces the real return on . rowing, and .consequently are very sensitive · Establishment~ however, is beyond ·such ' dead. ·The prime value in her philosophy of
money loaned by. creditors; .. 2) huge federal to· interest· rate movement. 'Today,· with the,.· pish-posh. Idealists are absolutely certain objectivism. lies .not in some of its .more ex" deficits· that 'create competitioli~between..the: :::high. coliLof·tnoney ;'.business and~consumer· : , 1that:only~immaterial •ideas,,exist.:1'Materialfsts'·. .,.tr~me ,conclusiOns,. but fo its .recognition of,.
public and private sectors for a limited supp- credit demand ·have fallen, causing invest- are certain that all reality is material. Skep- .the importance of truth and the failure of
ly of money, and 3) the question of expecta- ment and consumer spe!Jding to fall, causing
tics are absolutely certain that nothing is relativism.
production to fall, causing une~ployment to
certain.
·
Contemporary philosophies may serve well
tions of ihvestors on Wall Street.
These explanations aliud·e to a nuinber of · rise, thus creating a recession.
Dialecticians, even more entertaining, hold as theories against which realism may be
relationships. Here are a few simplified acUnderstanding the important and signifithat contradictions do exist, and· that reality tested, strengthened, and adjusted. They are
counts.· In the bond market expectations of cant impact that interest rates have on the . is a flux of non-existent things changing into not, however, philosophies for living. It is.
rising or falling interest rates are reflected in economic wheels or" this country we sfl:ould
their opposites. Of course, such a philosophy said that occasionally some Frenchman who
is nothing to worry about, for if it is true, ii has espoused a .particularly depressing
the results of market activity for a day, week, all be concerned with what can be done to
or month: When investors on Wall Street an- tackle the problem of fluctuating and high
will soon be replaced by its opposite. The, philosophy ~ill commit suicide. For the rest
ticipate a rise in rates they sell. Coriversely, interest rates.·
most enjoyable philosophies are those that .of us it is better to wait until philosophy can
eat themselves alive. •
· live with us.
when bonds are sold interest rates rise; On
. The answer to this complex question will
the other hand, when investors. are inclined be multiple, and it-will be the gist of rn.y next
The flower childre11 of the 60's, did their· · I ~lways did think "noodleness'~ was
· · · · · ·to·buy'bonds interest rates-f~ll - the demand. article. .
,. :.... ,
_,
own thing J11 ph;losophy with "make. your...beyond me ..
,,
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'

,
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COMMUTER COUNCIL: Beth
Dowling, pres., Ann More, v.p.
"As commuter council president I
intend to fulfill the needs of the
Xavier community by fostering participatory interacti·on of commut_er
students and dorm students."
RESIDENCE HALL: Dave
Gootee, pres.,· Chris Badylak, v.p.
"We feel we're qualified for the
positions - our track records reflect that. We want to make people
more aware of . re~idence hall
council."

New Election Rules

elude keeping a tally of students
·who vote in the election, according
Changes in Student Govern- to Stevens. Senate committee
ment's election procedures .will be· members and other volunteers will
instituted this year in an effort to· man the polls. The .polls will be
ensure a fair election, said Ellen open from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Stevens, chairperson of the Elec- Wednesday, March 24 and Thurstions Committee.
day, March 25.
"The I.D~·machine' will be locked
up so that no one can have an I.D.
picture taken after Monday, March
22,'' said Stevens. In past elections
· 1.D. cards were made on the days of
the elections, potentially ·allowing
students to vote twice, she.said.
Students. are required to have
I.D. cards to vote. The cards are
then. marked permanently. to indicate that a student. has already
voted, said Stevens. ·
Voting booths will be ·set· up in
the University Center lobby and
grill area only, said Stevens, not in
..
·
the dorm lobbies.
GOO"rEE
Other e.lection procedures will inBy MARY SPRAUL
News Editor

RESIDENCE HALL: Joseph Groh,
pres., Christina Cavallo, v.p.
"Cooperation is the key element
·here . .It demands sincerity on the
part of the elected, willingness to
assume initiative, and a relentless
desire to get things accomplished. SOPHOMORE CLASS
CANDIDATES
Roger Mellitt, pres., Bill Ryan, v.p.
"The role of a class officer is to
work with fe.llow students and their
ideas and to carry them out to the
best of our ability."
Mike Handleton-President
Michelle Beckahm-Vice President
"Our main goal is to unite commuter and dorm students in ways
which will benefit all. We feel that

it is importan:t to sponsor many
money-making events to increase
the class treasury and bring all students closer together. It's time to
get new blood and fresh ideas into
Student Government and we guarantee a 100 percent effort."
SENIOR cLASsREP:
H:urtey
Hurley
"I will represent the students diligently by bringing to the attention
of their officers their basic wants,
and needs.
SENIOR CLASS REP: Phillip A.
Schwegman
"Having been both a commuter
and a dorm resident, I hope to be
able to input new ideas into student
government, senior class activities,
and graduation."

nan

··:,~

MELLITT

JUNIOR CLASS CANDIDATES
T
R.
I . C
I - A
MATHEWS-PRESIDENT
K A R E N W I N E - V I. C E
PRESIDENT
As Junior Class President and
Vice. President we plan to have
activities that will be fun and at the
same time raise money so that we
can have the best Junior Prom ever.
We are both experienced on social
committee and feel ··we can do 1a
good job.
BILL BRICKNER-PRESIDENT
JOHN GRUBER-VICE

RYAN

BECKHAM

PRESIDENT
The role of class president/vice
president is a multi-faceted position. It should form its basis on
stro~g responsible leadership from
which other .benefits will flow as a
result of adherence to this most important quality. The critical issues
which seem to be most pressing are
those of class unity, student involvement, and fund raising
projects.
· The question of class unity requires input of both dorm and com~
muter viewpoints. We are the only
dorm/commuter ticket currently

HANDLETON

running. We consider it our utmost
duty to be available and sensitive to
the needs of both aspects of student.
life. From the nurturing of class.·.
unity, student involvement will be
heightened and fund raising pro-,
jects will result in even greater success. Please allow Bill Brickner and
John Gruber the opportunity to
tackle these issues by voting on
Wednesday and Thursday. Thank
you.
ED MORALES-PRESIDENT
CHARLES DEBBANE-VICE
PRESIDENT

CAVALLO

GROH

BADYLAK

HURLEY

The role of the junior class officers, as we see it, is to provide
organizational leadership in terms
of three main areas which are of
primary importance to the junior
class. Specifically, . we intend to
make the junior prom a real success, to sponsor fund raisers necessary to help finance the prom and
junior class unity events, and to
promote class identity.
In order to make prom an enjoyable experience we would like to initiate a return to the traditional dinner with the dance. We would also
like to look into, the possibility of

SCHWEGMANN

an open bar. Of highest priority is
to keep prom at an affordable level.
Some of the ideas we have come
up with for fund raisers include:
keg raffles, pizza and/or flower
sales, junior class sponsorship of
dances and parties held on campus.
We would support sponsorship
of junior class mixers and/or class
Hudepohl parties which would be
tailored for members of the class to
get together and interact. Junior
nights at Dana's and at the grill
seem .to be highly favored class
events and we are very interested in
possibly
sponsoring both.
.
,.,~

·'

·MATHEWS

SENIOR CLASS CANDIDATES

M A R Y E L L E N
DOWNEY-PRESIDENT
RICK DONNELEY-VICE
PRESIDENT
The class officer is .perhaps· the
most important representative of
his· or her class. No one is more
directly aware of the ~deas, beliefs
and goals of this given group of
individuals. As class officers it .is
our duty to represent our class in
the most accurate and beneficial
way. The first way to do this is to
effectively interact with our class
members through both formal and

WINE

.MORALES

BRICKNER

informal meetings periodically.
especially senior class president and
Secondly, we must act as a strong vice president has two major funcy~j<;:e for our class within Student
tions, unification and representaGovernment and the Xavier tion. To increase unification· we
Administration. These goals can be · would like to sponsor several social
accomplished through strong lead- events where all can meet other senership and willingness to participate iors and get acqtiainted. We also
in Xavier life at all levels. By doing want to get more.people involved in
these things we can help the Senior our money raising projects to result
,class in what is ultimately the most in our common goal, a spirited sen~
beneficial way.
ior week, graduation, and senior
. gift.
DONNA !AMES-PRESIDENT
If class officers are to represent
JULI CAP ITE.N A-VICE the senior body we need your input.
PRESIDENT
In order to do this we propose to
The role of class
have publicized class meetings to

GRUBER

which all students will be invited
and encouraged to attend. We both
have extensive student government
experience and believe we can bring
dedication and enthusiasm to a successful senior year. A successful
senior year is an active senior 'Class.
We want you to remember your
senior year and we plan to make
that possible.

sentatives to the faculty, students
and the university as a whole. It is
also important to promote unity
among fellow class members. The
senior class officers have a special
responsibility because they want to make the last year at Xavier as
memorable as possible for their
class. We will plan various activities, which will involve the class
as a whole. We also hope to get
DEBBIE SEIFERT-PRESIDENT class members involved in planning
KATHY WALLO-VICE senior prom, graduation and the
PRESIDENT
. senior gift to ensure success and
We see the main roles of the sen- satisfaction.
io~ class officers as being the re

,j
DOWNEY

IAMES

. CAPITENA

SEIFERT

WALLO .

..

'·

~·-
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SG Presidential slates
discuss current issues
·in cand.idate debates
The Student Government Presidential slates of Mark Planning,
President; Bob Horner, Legislative vice-president; and Joe-Alto,
Administrative vice-president; and Tony Bramer, President; Lou
Velasco, Legislative vice-president; and Jack Donaldson, Administrative vice-president, met last Thursday night at a debate
sponsored by the Xavier News.
They fielded questions from a panel ofNews editors. None of the
questions were released to either slate prior to the debate, but no
restrictions were placed upon their use of previously prepared
statements.
·
The following are excerpts from that debate. ·

.QUESTION:
What is yo:ur
position on the
increase in the
minimum tuition
deposit? If you
are in favor it it,
how do you
propose to minimize its impact
on students? If
you are against
it what approach
will you use in
.fighting it? .

a

BRAMER: As member of
the Budget Review Board, it
came to my attention that the,
mm1mum . tuition would be
raised~
I immediately took
measures with the Student
Government President to try to
keep the minimum deposit at 50
percent. We sent out a call to all
students to aid us in this effort.
We had petitions that we
asked students to sign. We had
a meeting with the Board of
Trustees in early,December and
seve_ral other meetings with administration members in which
to gather support. In the

December meeting with the
Board of Trustees; student
government president Julius
Nagy and I made a twelve page
presentation explaining the
reasons behind our discontent
and asked that the minimum
deposit be kept at 50 p¢rcent.
We were unsuccessful at first
but we will continue. Currently
we are waiting for Fr. Currie to
take over as president: We have
something of a commitment Left to right: Lou Velasco, Tony Bramer and Jack Donaldson.
from him to look into (he
students' interest. We feel that
if we present the problem to him
I think the first step to be
on a one-to-one basis, he will
cliff that they were disappointed
realize the consensus that we taken is to organize some kind
·with the way activities were
have. And when he realizes of task force that would involve What do you
handled here at Xavier because
these concerns we feel sure that · students and administrators. I
. they are unaware of .the ache will make a reversal of the think the students in the past propose· to do to
tivities that occur.
decision and hopefully put the have done a very good job of
increase off for a year or two.
handling tuition increases, but I promote greater
We've decided that the best
The current economic state is think if some of the ad- unity between
way to let them know about
_these. activities is to set . up ~
making it difficult to come up . · ministrators and some of the
with ~ny kind of a mi.nimurri , ~.people m.,aking this_ 1 requimme~t Eqg~cl~.(f ~;qg_,:: ~;,: :r1i :8omJnittt;~.• 'f;hi~h ,w,qgld \m;l,!!P.~/,
deposit, therefore we will :con-~ t .• would hear the students 1t
administators
•
:
. of Xavier.
.. . . and iad, ..
main
·campus · .-ministrators
tinue our efforts because for _would have a positive effect.
of Edgecliff; along ..
Xavier to survive it must have a.
with stud~nts from,. poth- camstudents?
healthy, growing student body.
puses. In that way we can both
BRAMER: Currently ther,e is relate each other's activities.
With the incretse in deposit we
a very serious problem as -far as back and· forth., We agree that
can only expect the number of you feel· that
intermingling Edgecliff and there is some apathy regarding
students to decrease. Therefore student governXavier. It's a two-sided sword. Edgecliff, and we feel that
we will continue our efforts to
First of all, there are students at proper ac!_vertising and proper
keep the minimum deposit at 50 ment officers
percent.
Edgecliff who aren't really that involvement with students is the
inter_ested in becoming int.er- best way to get things done. The
PLANNING: Of course I am should receive
mingled. And, on the flip side best·way for us to do the right
against it. I think raising the tui- monetary
of the sword, there is a lot of kind of job is to. get the
tion is most absurd. I don't see
apathy on -Jhis campus towards ·students' ideas, pull them
how Xavier students, coming compensation or
making any moves to have together and then create acfrom the various backgrounds
Edgecliff integrate with us.
that they do can cover the academic credit
tivities from these.
When
Edgecliff
just
ll}erged
, deposit.
for their work?
with Xavier, everyone was
By havirig Edgecliff students
If so, how much gung-ho with the idea of bring- give their ideas to both
ing the two together. But as the ourselves and our committees
and which
months went on in this year, and also having their students
people seemed to forget that it's on our committees, which we
officers?
would personally select, we feel
a continual process.
Unless we follow up on the that we could do a much better
PLANNING: So far it hasn't
·
been necessary_ for student of~ initial progress, we will never job.
ficials to receive ~my monetary get Edgecliff students to a point
. reward or credit. In our case, as where they want to come over to
far as we are concerned, I don't Xavier. Our ticket's ideas of
.
.
feel that we have the need for bringing about a further merger ·
is by first recognizing that Edgeany compensation.
BRAMER: Our slate has dis- . cliff is a part of Xavier and
cussed this question and . we realizing Edgecliff's potential
strongly feel that there should by -planning student activities
be no monetary compensation over there. Secondly, Edgecliff
for Student Government of- students must be enabled to get Do you plan to
ficials. Student Government in- over to our campus; therefore,
volvement should come from we suggest that the shuttle bus ma e any
within the student because be run on weekends during Stu- changes in the
you're doing a volunteer service dent Government activities.
.
for the students. You should get Finally, one of our major goals Student
·
the satisfaction from doing your would be to keep in mind that
Edgecliff exists and not to just Government
job' and doing it right.
I'm not running for any type brush it off.
constitution? ·If
PLANNING: We've
of money or any academic
credit. I'm running because I thoroughly discussed this ques- so, what are they
see a need and that's why any- tion together. We found out
"f ·
body should run for a position. from my campaigning at Edge- an ' 1 not, W y

QUESTION:
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QUESTION: Do

QUESTION TO
LEGISLATIVE
VICE
PRESIDENT:
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are ·you satisfied
with the way
things are?
BOB HORNER (for the
Planning Slate): When receiving
tiie Student Government constitution there are not so many
changes that we would want to
make per se, but we ·do want to
adjust parts of the Constit.ution
to s.erve the purpose that they
were intended to when ·they
were put into effect.
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Board has .~ lot .~f- ~ower currently.. This will enable the·
Senators to make more responsible discussions.
Currently, :;i club officer ()f
class officer ',VOuld come forward at a Senate meeting and
make a proposal. Now senators
do not have enough specific
knowledge so they cannot question exactly where the money
will go. By first setting up a
meeting between club or class
officers with . the Financial
Board chairman, we hope to
clarify the problem.

This would also enable the
In my opinion, one thing that
I noticed when I was on Senate chairman to give advice to the
was that matters of importance club officers. The clubs could
and-even those that were easy to then devise an itemization and
decide on were never fully dis- present.it to Senate. The~efore,
cussed by representatives pre- the Senate could make a Left to right: Mark Planning, Bob Horner and Joe Alto.
sent at the meetings. There was reasonable and responsible decisome discussion; unfortunately, .,.:sio~ on the alloc.ation of funds.
.
I felt the discussion did not ex- .. ' .
tend itself to all the aspects of . )'Another possible change that tion did a good job, but it's not can't achieve 100 percent effec- discretionary. I imagine we
the problems concerning the we .might like to make would enough to criticize what they tiveness in social events.
would use it for things that
changes or the programs that concern . the orientation of didn't do.
come up that for some reason or
were being proposed.
·· senat.ors .. Currently we have
another don't have time to pass
When I .was a senator, I felt
. ·
:
eight senators who have been in the biggest problem was the lack
through Senate or can't· be
What I would like to do, office from fall to spring. What of communication between Stu- What type of
passed through Senate.
which is not so much ai:J. actual this does. is .assure there are not dent Government and .the·
BRAMER: It has always been
change in the Constitution but a· sixteen new senators in office at students. As a first year transfer . guidelines do ..
my belief that Student Govern~
restructuring of the manner ill the same time. The eight senior student it seemed to ·me that
ment should sponsor a
which we conduct things in the · senators· serve to orientate the Student Government was a dis- you plan to folChristmas party for the Student
Student Senate, is to :initiate eight junior senators ..
Government senators or a Stutant operation. I .think that to low in utilizing
.develop a good Student Governmore debate, and make that
dent Government picnic to .be
we ;feei that thisis not ment; we must really reach out the Student Govdebate speak ·more closely and
funded out of this discretionary
t
directly to the issues at hand. · enough. An idea that we have is to the students and tell them
fund. So my first goal would be .
to make up packets for the in- what is going on.
ernmen
'to use the fund in order to im"· ·
Ariother u:ch·ange' that";We" --·coming ·senatdrS' tnaf 'wolilCf
prove the internal welfare of
I' pro~os'e that' we put ui;» . president's diswouldlfke'tQ'.make is iii the pro~· ; orient them .to . the ·policies, some sort of marquee next to
Student Government, be it by
cedlire. '.and for those '.groups responsibilities and e~p~ctaticms Bellarmine Chapel which would, cretionary fund?
sponsoring a Christmas party,
which' are 'seeking fihaneial sup- they will be faced with iri office: serve to inform stud.ents of daily··
by holding . a retreat for student
.
port for their programs from
events.~ ·with this we 'could ;
ease e
government senators or by just
Senate. ·These individuals
Many senators don't feel that enable the studeQ.tS to·. know specific•
taking a ll1ember of a committee
should be directed to the Finan- the two hour meeting on Mon- . what's going on every day.
out to lunch or dinner in order
cial Board'. prior to their visit to days are entirely necessary. Our
PLANNING: Right now I to discuss how his committee is
. JOE AL TO of the Planning don't have a clear idea of what I doing. That is the purpose
the Senate. I think this will give slate does. We feel that by sitt.he Senators a better idea of the ting down and talking to the slate: My responsibility as ad- will do with the discretionary behind the discretionary fund as
worth of the proposals that the senators we can show them ministrative vice president is to fund. That's why it's called I see it.
individuals are presenting to us what we expect from them. We oversee all the committees here
insofar as the Financial Board also feel that by our policy at Xavier. To do this I must first
will have made their decision statements on current issues we . pick a responsible chairperson
whether or not to allocate the -- can produce a ·more effective for each committee. The best
way to do this is through interfunds that the individuals are Senate.
views or my knowledge of peoseeking for their event.
ple whom I know to be responsible in their previous student
After this decision has been .
government work.
made, the Senators would then
be able to vote on a proposal the adminisI feel that I should consider
PARIS~
their ideas as well as my own,
which is far more applicable to
and in that way we can best
the situation in that they would trative viceactivities to best fit stuunderstand the worth of the
president of each organize
dent's needs.
program or the event.

QUESTION

·Pl

QUESTION: To
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'

.·,:ICELAIDllR ·INTRODUCES
NEW BIROAIN FARES TO
MORE OF EUROPE.
- LUXEMBOURG-

slate: What do
most

Orie problem here at Xavier is
that some of the scheduled activities fail. A major example of
this has been seen in the Concert
Committee. In. my opinion this
be
year's Concert Committee has
not put on ·many successful
concerts.
body.
.·Government,
Most universities have major
LOU VELASCO (Bramer
.
.
concerts; which I think Xavier
Slate): As far as constitutional · and how do you
students·would also like and enchange in the legislative area is . · .
joy~. The. way I would do this
concerned we don't have any- ·propose to
woul'd be .to meet with the Conthing de~tine~. There. is only rem.edy them? .
cert 'committee and get a list of
one·area m which we might con-. .
.. ·
. •. ·.
stude~t$; favorite bands
sider making changes.
through
t.he ·. use of questionJACK DONALDSON of the
.. .
..
We would like the Senators to Bram:er· slate: I feel that in naires.
An.other problem exists in
have more knowledge of answering:thi~ question it is too
precisely what they are voting · easy to criticize the administra- . th.at the Social .Committee must
on. This certainly would take tion or anyone who becomes in- ·be. more responsible in making
much discussion since the Stu-. volved : in. student activities. I . ·students aware of social events
dent Government Financial feel that this. year's admi~istra- on ca.mpus.· I don't see why we
Other than these adjustments, we feel the constitu- . you feel the
tion has served the purpose that hindering
it was intended to. We're very
pleased with the w~y in which . weakness to
the Senate has conducted itself· ·
·
tude~ t
and represented the student o~

s
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FROM CHICAGO

FROM CHICAGO

s599 •557
FROM CHICAGO

FROM CHICAGO

All Apex Fares: April I • May 14, 1982, 7·90 day stay (7·60 days Luxembourg). Stopovers permitted in both directions. 14 day advance purchase
required. Seats limited. Ask about our low cost Normal, Same Day, and
Group fores, too.
·

ALSO LOW COST CONNECTING SERVICE TO NICE AND AMSTERDAM.
lcelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair or Crossair connecting service
to other destinations.
• Confirmed reservation. • Free wine whh dinner, cognac after.
• Bargain Stopover Tours of Iceland and Luxembourg. • Bargain car
rentals. • Purchase tickets in U.S. • All fares subject to change and .
government approval.
See your travel agent or call 800/555-1212 for the toll free lcelandair number in your area.

ICELANDAIRP

ll'l•J~z:t1}j/li/tt:li2l-111lOtl.·JijAZtlij#l1Jjll.·l1J41
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FUNK

LESHNER

Candidates for the Senate were
asked to reply to the question, "As
a senator, what would your major
goals be ·and, specifically, how
would you act to implement your
ideas?"

,.
MAUREEN BONNER
My major goals as senator would
be to: 1) continue to protest the increased tuition deposit; 2) assure
students' rights are not being infringed upon; 3) organize more
campus activities benefitting both
commuters and dorm students; 4)
promote student awareness for
planned activities and decisions
macie by the administration; and 5)
Xavier is OUR school, and I will
make sure we, the students, are
heard.
GERRY DOWNEY
When anyone seeks to hold an
office, especially one so important
as student senator, one niust carefully work out a plan which will
benefit the students and school to
the utmost. I sincerely feel that as
your student senator I can and will
do these things, because it is the
students' interests that I seek. I ask
for your support and help in order
for me to fulfill these goals. Thank
you.
,.
CATHY OESSINO ..
My major goal will be to make
communication between commuters and activities at .school.
Even though i'll be a dorm student
next year I believe it is important
for everyone to be involved in
school activities.
I also would like to find a practical use for U.S. Shoe property like
making it into parking for
commuters·.
MARY MARGARET CARROLL
My major goal as senator at XU
is centered around . developing an
open and expressive channel of
communication between students
and student senators. More specifically, I would like to see suggestion
boxes around campus in locations
where students gather and often
discuss "what is or what isn't going
on around Xavier." I'm interested
in knowing what Xavier students
think about anything and everything. A suggestion box is just one
way of .finding out.

O'DONNELL.

PIERRON

PARRA

ferent organizations on campus and
describing their activities.
STAN LESHNER
The main reason· I am running
for Senate is due to the recent 'increase in tuition and percentage
hike from 50 percent to 75 percent
of tuition required at the beginning
of each semester. I am strongly opposed to these increases, especially
with the economy in its c1urent
shape. As tuition increases, enrollment decreases. ·
I feel I could reach many commuter and dorm students through
interaction with students in my
classes. I am a commuter student,
but. I_also know many students living on campus.
MIMI O'DONNELL
As an XU senator, my major
goal would be to uphold the tradition of concentrating on student
concerns and university· policies.
With the help of my fellow senators, I would work towards resolving the problems. associated with
these issues. Through my experience as a class representative I have
seen the apathy of· my fellow
students and as a senator I would
work towards involving everyone in
university activities.
JULIET DOWNEY.
If elected, the main thing that I
would want to accomplish would be
to try to get all the different groups
at Xavier to become more unified.
Presently, there is a lack of interaction between the commuters and
those people living in the dorms,
and between the students of Edgecliff and those of Xavier.
One of the main reasons for the
lack of interaction between the
Xavier residents and those at Edgecliff is the lack of transportation.
The shuttle bus schedule should be
carefully analyzed and a more
effective system worked out to en_.
able students access to both campuses both day and night. Finally,
more activities should be scheduled
in the afternoon hours to allow dormies as well as commuters to
attend.

ALAN PARRA
If elected to Senate, my major
goal would be to. improve
com.munication between Student .
Government and the student body.
As I see it; the· effectiveness of SO·
MARYDEYE
As a senator, my major goal is to . activities (dances, volunteer work, ·
promote student involvement •in speakers, etc.) depends to a great
campus activities. I also feel it is im- extent on the turn-out. of the stuportant for the students to know dent body. Not only should stuwhat Xavier University has to of- dents know when and where SO
fer. I think this can be best accom- activities are, but they should also
plished by passing out a monthly have a clearer understanding of the
. calendar to the students informing SO goals.
them of, the djff,erent school activi-. · In an attempt to achieve. this, I
ties· and events. I aiso propose writ- would like to see SO prepare a
ing a handbook naming the dif- tent!tive calendar of all the major·

RIFFE

STELTEN KAMP

SO events planned for the year important to keep giving follow-ups campus events such. as local bands,
which would be available for all to this type of activity throughout TOIF's, and speakers.
These comments will be relayed
the year. I place. much importance
students at registration. '
Secondly, I would like to see not on this point because mice we are to the· full Student Senate fof fur.ther consideration.
only the minutes of the Senate united we can do anything!
meetings posted for students, but
• Since commuters comprise
also have the committees post CAROL STELTENKAMP
I am a junior and a commuter. approximately one-half of the stureports regularly so that the student
body can have a better understand- · My experience in Xavier's Student dent population, their increased ining of what SO is trying to achieve. Government includes a full senate volvement is necessary to create a·
Thirdly, I would encourage all term and chairmanship of the more united student l;>ody.
senior · residents to attend Senate Speakers Committee.
If voted another· term as Senator ANDREW RIFFE
meetings regularly sci that they can
The main reason I believe that I
report to their wings precisely what I would strive to attain the followshould be elected to the Senate is
ing goals.
is going on in Senate. •-to make- the student body more my dedication. Since my freshman
Finally, . I would like to see a
weekly column in the paper discuss- aware of administrative decisions year as freshman class president I
ing what is going on in Student and how these decisions will affect have increased my involvement in
iliem. .
·
XU student government, first a
Government.
• to bring national student Senator and then as legislative vice
I feel that if these things are done
the students will be better in- legislation to the attention of all; ·president. My high visibility and
formed, and, as a result, the SO e.g. budget cuts, availability of stu- willingness to listen to you who
have elected me makes me the best
activities will be more effective in dent loans and grants.
• to promote a steady flow of on- possible candidate for the Senate.
achieving their intent. I'm confident that I would be a dedicated,
hard-working senator.
ALICE PIERRON
My major goals are to meet the
needs and desires of my fellow colleagues. Personally, I feel that I am
aware of their needs since I have
had the opportunity to live among
Xavier students for the past three
years. I feel that the most effective
way that I can do this is by_ being involved in Student Government
activities and projects and by promoting others to get involved.
RAUL ROSADO, JR.
As a senator I would like to work
for the benefit of the students. I
truly want to represent them arid
express their interests. One of my
goals is to try to improve the unity
between XU students.
Personally, I think that the commuters are. a very important part of
the student· body and they do not
·participate in XU student life ;as
they could.
I woulcj like, with the help of the ·
rest of the' components of the student government, to create new
w.ays . to stimulate them to pa~ti
cipate in our. activities. A good id.ea
would be to organize at the beginning of the year programs in which
we can get to know each other out
of the classrooms. It would be very

MA.RGIE'S

SALOON
5425 Carthage Ave.
(Y2 mile south of Cindnnati Gardens)

MINUTES from X. U.

The Place To BE
This Thursday
/ea tu ring

PREMIUM.Beer
without the
Premium Price

Garn.pus Gerner
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SG Preslden.t R.efle.cts· on Year

Dean of St. Louis Law. School to Speak
: 'Peter Salsich Jr;, associate dean of. SL Louis Law School will.:
.
·,
. .:
.
'
speak.atthe Pre~law Society meeting:ot{friday, March 26 aH:30
p.m. in iheTerrace-Room . .Salsich willtalk on "Housing/Cominuni~
By JULIUS NAGY
school year determined to._succeed~ manent director of activities, one
ty Development and the Law."
·•student Government President
'.As tirrie· }Vent by, many .of the who students: can go .. to fpr assisThe Xavier News asked me· to senafors proved me .correct. On the tance and one who will have time ·
. Editors Sought
write this column- as a ·wrap up of whole, the. studeptS of this univer- for activities,· not special projects
Candidates for editor-in,chief. of theAthenaeum and ·ror· editorthe year I ain closing out as the sity have been blessed this year by and other. concerns of the Stu'Clenf
in-chief of the Musketeer during 1982c83 should. submit· applications
by Friday, April 9. An application reguiies an edi.torial policy and
president of Student Government.
the high quality. of their elected Development office. We can . all
Since that time; a number of peers. Most of. what has occurred recognize .the importance of conbiographical information. Guidelines for ·writing these are available
at the Information Desk in· University Center. or. from. 105 Husman
ethically questionable .events have has been a result of their dedication · · tinuity, and since students come
Hall. .
come up and they may.have colored and.innovative thinking. I'd like to and go, the University has to supply
Players Present an Adult Fa~le
this review a bit .darker than I in- take this opportunity to thank each the constant. Again, I rate highly ·
'"Puntilla and.theHired.Man/' an.adult"fable, will be presente.d
tended for it to· be. The nature of of.. you. ·The .time I've spent with the need.for such il person.
by theXavier Playefs, Marclr26, 27, 28. and:April I, 2,J.in the Edgethese events is ~ot. important, but
you:and the things you have helped
We explored the realin of. retain. cliff Corbett Theatre. Kevin Kelly from:New York will be the hosting
the effect they have on the Xavier usaccomplish will be forever trea- ing the 50 percent minimum tuition
.
community could be profound. It sured.
··
. '
payment at registration, and for the
. ~irector. All performances will be 8.p.m. ·
·· .. Human Sexualitf Series Continues
should suffice to say that the means
· time being, we have lost. Some in
some of our people have used to inThe personnel problems we our .ranks advocated going .to the
. , · The second session. of' the Sexua,litY Series will be held today,
: .. Match 24 at 2 p.rri. in the -Terrace Room of· the l:Jniversity Center.
su·r~ or , salvage success are · encountered were a result of some. local media to plea the· case;. This
· outrageous and not .need~& in our of the choices I made. People I . would have only angered University
All students are invited:..to:attend. -- ·
Manresa Reunion Planned
.· . . . .
.~ community.
.
. :
chose were . unfamiliar with our' officials and tarnished the name of
· A Manresa reunion js planned for Saturday, April 24. The reunion
This term beganlast Api'ii first, routine and .the demands on my· .· Student Government. _Confidential
is open to anyone whowishes to atfend. For further information,
arid I had high. hopes froin the day time did 'riot ailow me to stay on sources tell me thafthis issue is still
_ pick up a letter at thel1}fo.rma1ion Desk. All slips must be returned
,w,e. got elected: The membership of - their backs as much as I would have of some importance, and· that a
by Friday·; March·iq.:'°'
·
· ; Senate. was good; hlgh:q_tiality and liked to.Nonetheless; thanks to all· reversal of the decision is. a
Retreat Scheduled ,'- ·.
"
high energy. hoo was· confident in of you. The lessons we learned this possibility. Only time will tell if we,
An on~campus mini-retreat is scheduled ,-for this weekend from .
the peopl.e I ha<hurrourided myself year. will n~yy~~f.~ forgotten. ·
the paying customers, will be servSaturday at I p.m. through Sunday ai 2 p.rri. The _!heme of the re. with. The loss of two senators durSome of the· issues .we attacked ed. I should at this time thank all of
treat is "My Future ~ How Does God Fit?'~: For more information
ing the. sP:mmer months took .some were of such volatility .that success those who. helped on this effort,
of my .. enfhusiasin' since both were .· would liave'been surprising. I still especially all of the parents \yho
contact Mike Eerqth (145-3232), Jenny Fehrma~ (74.5~33Ji5), or Joe
·..
·. ·· - · ::
good .friends, but l started the firmlybelieve'in the notion ofa per~. took the tirrie to write letters on our
Tito (745-3201).
,
.Piper Staff Openings
· ·.
r-~.---.---.
behalf. We are sure that you can be
A'
of help again in the future.
This' is the.-final week for applications. for Pied Piper Staff posiOne of our successes was the
tions for men and women for next year. Inquire at the Information
·
·
.OPEN
.. 2.4. H. OU.RS
reinstitution of the fall holiday.
·Desk or call Joe Tito (745-3201).
Manresa Director Deadline Extended
Through the work of our student
be ·accepted until MonSPEC!AUZING IN DOWN-HOME COOKING
representative on the Calendar
Applicatfons (or Manresa '82 Director
COMPLETE BREAKFAST _ LUNCH _ SUPPER
Committee, Student Senate and
day, March 29. Forms are available at the Information Desk.
. MENUS INCLUDING CHIU almost all facets of the university,
SaCtie Hawkins Dance Slated
The Sadie Hawkins Dance is scheduled for April 3, 1982 ai t.he
FAST CARRY-OUT FOR COMPLETE MENU
this much needed break in the fall
O'Connor Sports Center from 9 p ..mA a.m. Tickets are $7 per cousemester is again a :reality!
·come and see our new Games Rooml
It would take entirely too much
pie with music being provided by the band Cold Spring Harbor.
·
MON.TGOM.
E
·
·
·
Theatre Workshop
·
·• . .
space to list all of the events that we
..Theatre Workshop will present three one-act productions Friday,
.· 4 4 23
·
·
.
RY
531-5221
ran this year and twice as much to
,. 1April 23, th~ough Sunday, April 25 a,t 8 p.m. Each of the plays will
(NORWOOD)
. thank all of the people, both inside
and outside of Student Governbe overseen by a·st.udent director. S.tucl~nt~ are invited, to attend.
. "" '· · - StudeI1l;auditions ar~, behinc;l_J1~!4:fw, f:l.p.pro;xim'!,teJy, twenty'.parts
53~ ~681.
,. ..
ELESHA
me11t; w.ho gav~ unselfishly of their
' ·· ·
time so' that we-all could go out and
" ..-;'. in,the~plays .. Auditi·ons'wilf take. place M.onday ,, March 29, 3-~ p.m.,
·7
7•
•
have a little fun~
.
. arid Tuesday,. March: 30.,:7-11 p:m; in;the:Corbett1:Theatre. of:the.
'

at

1

--------------------.:..-..
··E'V'ft15·.·.:n.ES
...I •au·
ft RA'NT'

will

Edg:-~~'.'.~.campus.,

·

' Cale'ndar
Wed;, March 24

,

...

,

·Self A:ssessment Workshop : Faculty Guest
. Room, University Center; 12 p.m.
Careers for Business Majors~ Fordham Room,
. , University Center, 1:30 p~m.
.
Human. Sexuality" Terrace Room, u·niversity
Center, 1:30 p.m.
. Workshop for Undecided Majors - T.V.
·Lounge, Kuhlman Hall, 2:30-4 p.m.
'International Student Society -'OKI Room,
Universl{y Center, 5 p.m.
Biology Club Meeting - ·7 ·p.m.
Pied Piper Liturgy -Pied Piper, 10 p.m.
Thurs., March 25 Accounting Society - Terrace Room, Univ.
.
·
Center
.
• 2 Pm
· ·
Self Assessment - Fordham Room, ·univ.
Cenfer, S.p.m.
· ·
Theta Phi' Alpha - Fordham Room, Univ.
Center, 4:30-5:30 p.m.
Ski Club - o:rp ·Room •. Univ. Center, 5 p,m.
LIFE Group - Regis Room, Univ. Center, 6:30
p.m.
.
Psychology Club -Tour of Longview State
Fri., March 26
Hospital. Meet at the Univ. Center at 1:30
p.m.
, Is Pharmacy fc>rYou? - Logan 105, 1:30 p.m.
·1 · Atlan t.1~ c·1
Th t ·u · c ·
·F. 1 .m ~
' Y • · ea re, · mv · enter,
.
· 1:30.and 7 p.m.
International Student. Society - Grill, Univ-.·
Center, 5 p.m .. ·
·
·
Sat., March 27
Afro~American S~udent Association bowling
party - call 745.-3181 for more info.
Sun., March 28
Guitar Series - Paul Henry; Theatre, Univ;
Center, 2 p.m.
·
Espere Dance Concert -Theatre, Univ. Center,
s.p.m.
.
. ·
·.
Delta Sigma Pi - OKI Rooin, Univ. Center,
.6:30 p.m.
-· ·:Mon.,.:March 29... , Progr.ams in Peace and.Justice" -OKLRoom,.
U.niv. Center; 2-3:30 p.111.
·
·
Career Planning & Placement - Self Assessment; Regis Room, Univ. Center, 2-3:30
p.m.
.
·Community Orchestra - Theatre, Univ. Center,
· 7-10 p.m.
Tues., March 30 Sailing Club - Fordham Room, Univ. Center,
7-9 p.m.
SABB - Regis Room, Univ. Center,·
2:30-5 p.m.
Weight Support - Fordham Room, Univ.
· Center, 12:30 p:m.

·· ·

·

·stvies
1 . T
d. '
l./nitmtte · ·

p1~~%~~~dd~~~oe~y:i~\P:~~

·;.

:B,1\RlfE~~N!J AND HAIR STYiJ.NG ·

spec1a. r1zmg
. .m.prec1s10n
.
. . h airctits,
.
d'
'a vanc::ed hair design,

·. and face ·and scalp treatment: It pays-to look your very
· ' b~st; the 'latest trends are my thing. All Xavier students
. r:eceive a 15% discount.
. .
.
. .

OPEN SUNDAYS
· 3548 MONTGOMERY ROAD
. ... . . -- -· .. _.. _____ .. -

CINCINN.iITI, OHIO

8.T uDENT ' 'c REDIT
Ever wish that while traveling,.
vacationing, ·or maybe J·ust for
emergencies, you could have a
national credit card?
Well, now - YOU CAN - obtain a
Master Card or Visa while still
i· n school n co · e
· d
.
, o
-sign r require ·
We have establi~hed · a di vision
· 1 h d
to e. x. c 1usive
.y an let h e credit
needs of college students . . .
freshmen, ·sophomores, juniors;
d
,· ·
. , an 'seniors. . . so you can enj.oy
the conveniences of credit NOW,
and have your cre!iit established
f
f
or your .pro. essional life after
.graduation.
. ·'.On.~,;3:x::S ... car<;l,. pri!tt.your ,name

and complete addre.ss. ··(Enclose
$2. 00 for· postage and hand! ing.)
·Send .to: ·
·. Creati've Credit International
Collegiate Credit.Division
Sui.te 3'03 -Penn Lincoln Bldg.
789 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
. .,,'·,· :.t' ...,,1,.,

··;

..

,:

.,·., • I

•' ~

•

~

H

\,

~ ',!,

'

President, chem major, and have
fun. I often replied that' it was no
problem, and I had yet to reach my
pote'ntiaL For this, there are three
· reasons: I) God-given intelligence
. that will hopefully one day lead me
to_ a career where I' can make a difference; 2) the inspiratio~ given me
by Joseph Motika~ my grandfather,
who left our world when I was eight
years old, but left me with
meinories and values that no one
.can take from me; and 3) the
legions of friends I have come to
find at our humble institution.
'These people and the memories
they have ,given me will never be
forgotten. These people have carriedmethroughgoodandbad,and
I am very, very grateful for all they
have done. To thank any one person would not be fair.to the rest of
you. The thanks for many will
come with tear-filled eyes on May
ISth as the Class of 1982 goes on
its merry way.
.
One last time, thanks Xavier for
all you have let me ach1"eve. M·ay the
future bring all of us only the best
that:life can offer~
·
'

'

"COiiege ·Dans· ·
The Xavje!'--College Democrats
will be attending the Hubert H.
H'.umphrey Studen.t . ~eadership
Conference being held at the University of Cincinnati April 2 and 3 .
. Karen Black ·and Trey Daly,
· .·Xav.ier ju!liors, will be·. candidates
for -the state executive board to be
elected at the conference. "The .
Xavier Democrats club has shown a
resurgence in activity and member. ship this year," according to Ms.
Black. For more information con.cerning the conference, contact
Trey Daly, 491-1746. ·
Students from across the .
Midwest are expected at the event,
sponsored· by the Ohio College
Democrats and the Democratic National Committee .

.
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·Macbeth's· trcigedy···is ·bOredorn
By TREY DALY

with the New York Shakespeare setting together with a rather unimFestival ··and performances ·under aginative lighting scheme strictly.
"Had I but died an hour before such directors as Joseph Papp, Ar- -limited to shades of white, have.the
this chance, I had liv' d. a blessed thur Penn and Twyla· Tharp. It's effect of a cartoon chase scene.
time ... "
great to see ari X. U. alum with such Characters appear briefly on stage,
So feigned Macbeth. upon hear- success, but it is also ·unfortunate run off to one exit and suddenly
ing of the death of Duncan, whom that he returned in a rather unflat- reappear from an entrance on the
he had . just put permenantly ·to tering production.
opposite corner of- the stage. This
sleep. So, also, might one; who had
Overall the cast lacks charisma contributes to the feeling of
just seen the Playhouse in' the · ·and there is a· sense that the. actors hurriedness.
Park's production of Macbeth, say. don't understand their roles or
One success of the production is
It was not terrible ..It just put a: lot what they are saying. They seem to the ·three·· weird sisters. With the
of people to sleep. And it wasn't rush through their lines to cover up special ·sound effects, -the witches ·
William Shakespeare's fault either. for this lack of insight. Orte notable· appear with ari appropriately eerie·
The effort suffered from several exception is Tana Hicken in the role aura. The barren exclusion of .the .
limitations, t)"1e first being its ac- of Lady Macbeth, the .·henpecking obligatory.· steaming witches'
ting. The language of Shakespeare wife in search: of a better detergent.· cauldron which no self respecting .
eye of a newt would be seen without.
calls for special voices with the dic- (''Out damri spot'');
Ms. Hicken; is· an ·actress :of is a drawback.
tion and timbre to stand up to the
Speaking :of sound effects, on th.e ·
Bard. of Avon's intricate construc- asthmatic' proportions, breathlessly .
tions; The story of Macbeth is one attacking ·herrole with the intensity · stage there is a real, church-like
of unquenchable ambition and its of a sprinter: She.brings .an incen- bell. It is.totally out:9f .place and
accompanying .. guilt. . The .. great. diary spirit to one of Shakes·peare's the only purpose it serves is to wake,
emotion of this tragedy doesn't most dynamic :..c~aracters. Unfor- up a; drowsy audience. with _its
seem to ·.be :"either properly tiinately;'wgenS,pe !~aves the stage.'. ,;tliJ..ind~rous;· ear piercirtgC:laps: . .
understood "Or adecjuafdy expressed the fire is extingllished. ·.· · . · "· •-;,.;!1~11 iil ·aif, the Playhouse in the
A second limitation is Macbeth's Park's production of Macbeth is no
by the Playhouse cast.
in. the title role, Gerry Bamman staging. The 'tv;farx T_heater's stage. · bellringer .'A lesson· that might be-.
shows the potential to be a great protr.udes info the audience with learned is that the Playhouse should
Shakespearean actor. He has the many of the exits and. entrances stick to more. contemporary works
basics, the voice, insight, and tim- coming to or from· the audience. to match its modern structure. This
ing, but in · this performance he The set consists of a large wooden Elizabethan ·mastdpiece .·seemed
often lacked the spark necessary to structure with ·a staircase leading to obviously beyond the PlayhQuse's
·
·
a second floor. The set ·remains grasp.
Gerry Bamman, left, as Macbeth and George Carey as Duncan, grimace and enthrall an audience. His highly
constant throughout the play except
Macbeth continues its run until
groan as they enact the tragedy of Macbeth, playing at Cincinnati Playhouse emotional scenes are splendid but
through April 4.
·
some of his sililoquies fall flat.
for the appearance of a chair or April 4 with performances at 8 p.m.
. Hamman is a gr.aduate of Xavier table carried on by the actors.
Tuesday; Wednesday, and Thurs· and received his first theatrical
There is a Jot of action in day·, 9 p.m: Friday, 5 p.m. and 9
training from Otto Kvapil. He has Macbeth.with quick progressions of p.m Saturday arid 2 p.m. and 7
wonderful credits including work time and space. The unchangirig p.m. on Sunday ..
Entertainment Reviewer.

Deathtrap misses

lessly wades through his role.
Only Cannon shines in her role as
The problem with films: adapted Caine's wife. She is energetic and·
from plays is that they never seem often quite funny in the film. It's
to be as good as the original. With too bad that the men couldn't take
'Grease being the only exception, I lessons from her.
This is the type of film full of
have yet to ·see a ·movie surpass its
Broadway original. Perhaps that is plot twists, so I can't give any more
why I found the new film Deathtrap of the plot away. Although the plot
twists. are clevc! and exciting,' the
to be a failure.
A couple of years ago, I saw boredom that the audien.ce must sit
Deathtrap performed as a play. The through beforehand is nor worth
acting was. first-rate, Ira Levin's the few bright· spots that the film
·
script was flawless, anc~. the ·pace- has.
I might add that Caine is playing
was quick. Somethi.ng must have
happened during· the · transform- his usual role as either.'." a homosexual, a bisexual (as in California
ation from play to film.
transvestite (as. in
· The movie version is poorlyacted Suite), 'or
and very slow-paced. There are Dressed to Kill). Perhaps in his next
many boring segments in the film; film he'll try something more chalMichael Caine stars as Sidney lenging for himself and take on the
Bruh!, a once successful.playwright role of a heterosexual.
With the exception of one perwho has fallen on hard times. Dyan
· Cannon plays his wife, Myra, a ner- son, Irene Worth, th~ supporting
vous woman with a heart problen;i. cast is non-existent. Worth plays
Christopher Reeve rounds out· the . the Bruhls' psychic neighbor. She
main cast as an aspiring young handles her role. very nicely; it's
playwright named Clifford shame she doesn't have a· bigger
•part:
Armstrong.
Sidney (Prince of the City)
Caine and Reeve seem to be going through the motions in this Lumet directed the film and has infilm. It's as if the audience senses cluded a couple of neat tricks that
that they are just reading. dialogue. · definitely impress the audience.
But for.all the minor successes in
Neither one of· them brings his
character to life. Caine screams a the film version of Deathtrap, I
few times, but it is obviously staged can't recommend' seeing the film
and artificial. Reeve, on the other because of the poor acting (Cannon
hand, seems to be bored excluded) and the slow, boring pace
throughout the entire film as he list- of the film.
By TIM TROXELL
Movie Reviewer

a

a

Valvoline..

Malibu Grand Prix
Intramural Com11etition
.
1981-1982"
Formula auto racing. It's a sport that has been watched by millions
around the world. Yet, only a select few have experienced the sensation of powering a formula car through the twisting turns of a
race track. But now, valvoline and Malibu Grand Prix bring the
excitement of real formula racing to your college campus. · .

Contact the Intramural office for more information.

What:

XU Valvoline Malibu Grand Prix

Where:
Who:

Malibu Grand Prix, 11163 Prince Lane.Sharonville
AllStudents, Faculty, Staff
·

When·: Satu~day, March 27, 10 am
Entry Fee: s6.so
Sign.UpAt:

Anyone submiccing macerial co che Pose Scripcs
should noce the official Edilorial Policy concerning
Post Scripts. Post Scripts arc meant to be messages
published. as space permits, enabling students. facul-

ty, nod university staff to communicate in a friendly,
fun, and clean manner. No blatant and explicit

I would never do chacl
Don't you hurt her.
Congrats women swimmers.
· PL: you have a secret admirer! First clue next week.

obscenities shall be prinlcd. No full names will be

Kurt: How about this wcckend ... alonc? Laurie

printed; only initials and first names shall be used. No
message whose intent is clearly to enrage or disturb
some individual, group of individuals, or some na-

PT: liappy 23rd - I'll love you 2JO more. Monica

lional or echnic seclor shall he princeu. The moral
standards of the overall university community shall

John- you missed prncricc.

be applied when determining those messages to be

published.

·

Ben says - boy am I scuffed- thanks Teri
Jane, l love elephant skin.
Oren's and Dorilos. Sure 1'm on a diet.
Arni, will you be mine?

Jerry - Congratulations on our first

11

cdition 11 of the

news family. Jean.'
Congratulations, Dr. Nagy!
BAR: No matter what the numbers say, you can't Jose

wic.h mel
How is Elephant Skin Tassos'I

Sec this -

it's:~

real tear.

S.N. - Nice Suit!
Teresita, called any of your friends lately'! Beil

Lizzette: Your rape.It arc rCm.ly. Ben

_

~~·.---~

(

0
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Boxing· team shines

Ruggers
·win trophy

Rodgers of the Air Force in the first
round by TKO (technical knockIn action this weekend the out) and then carried his power into
Muskie boxers hosted a tournament the finals by defeating Tim Hill of
in the armory with Air Force Ohio University in the second
Academy, University of Cincinnati, round by TKO.
In the 190 class, Mike Rothan
University of South Carolina, and
Ohio University. With only four defeated Carl . Dieudomie in a
boxers entered, the team placed unanimous decision. In the finals of
this weight class Rothan won the
third in the finals.
·
Led by Captain Ed Manzella, bout by. TKO by defeating Tim
Dennis Manzella, and Mike Phillips of Ohio University in the
Rothan, the team captured three second round. Of note, Rothan lost
medals. In the 147 class, Ed to Phillips last year.
Selected as outstanding boxer
Manzella defeated Andy Billuxs of
the Air Force Academy on a was Arnie Bunch of the Air Force
unanimous . decision and then Academy.
The. boxers will compete in the
defeated Bob Cooks from Univ. of
Cincinnati with another unanimous National Intercollegiate Boxing
decision to capture the Champion- Tournament in Westchester, Pennship. In the ·165 class, Victor sylvania at Westchester State ColManzella lost to ~hris Fischer of lege on April 3-4. Congratulations
the Air Force Academy. In the 172 to the Muskie boxers on their vicclass, Dennis Madden defeated Bob tories at the tournament.
By JUDY VALENTINI
Sports Reporter ..

By GEORGE DIETZ
Sports Reporter

The rugby team competed in a ·
tournament in Savannah, Georgia
over spring break. The team· won
two:out of three matches to capture
a fourth place trophy. · ·
The ruggers lost their first match
to the University of South Carolina
by a score of 10-0. The next match
was played · against the Boston
Medical School. With scores by
John Spencer, Derinis Madden, and
Chris Gfroerer the niggers won by a
score of 30-15 •. The following
match was against University of
Southern Georgia which ended in
another victory for the ruggers by a
. score of 14-9.

Fierce action takes place In O'Connor Sports Center as the no0r hockey
tournament draws near.

Outstanding players for the game
.
were
John Spencer, Jerry Budde,_
Information:
and. Mark Daniel. Congratulations
. 745-3209
to the ruggers on their fourth place
finish.
On March 21 the ruggers played a
match against the Old Boys (Alumni). Scoring for the ruggers were
Brian Gilmartin; and George Dietz.
By ELLEN McTIGUE
Falling short of victory, the ruggers
Tennis rosters are available this lost by a score of 15-5;
week; the meeting will be held in the
Sports Center classroom at 3 p.m.
Wednesday, March 30. The tennis
tournament starts March 31.
The flag football meeting is today at 3 p.m. The tournament runs
this weekend, Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday. Rosters will be available for Superstars Monday, March

Past and present. information

ball Weekly Honorable Mention
mine in a 1 p.m. doubleheader.
The Muskie rotindballers closed Selection All-Mideast: Anthony
The Xavier ·University-Coca- out the year with a victory over Hicks.
The Women's· Soccer Club will
Cola High School Girls'· All-Star Oral Roberts and a loss to Loyola
Series is returning to Xavier's in the MCC tournament. In the first open its season on Sunday in the
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse for round, the Muskies knocked. off CRC League. The matches will be
the second year in a row. It will take host Oral Roberts, 74-71, led by played on Sundays.
The tennis team will travel to
pll!ce Friday, March 26 and Satur- Tony Hicks' 27 points. In the
day, March 27, while the volleyball semifinal round the Muskies' hot Louisville to challenge Bellarmine
hand.turned frigid and they lost to on March 28 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
is slated for May 7.
The Sailing team is scheduled to Loyola, 77-69. The Muskie round- They will travel to West Virginia
compete in a match against Wabash ballers will have their awards ban- State on April 3 to play at 3 p.m.
Nominations are being accepted
on March 27-28 and against Clem- quet Thursday,· March 25, at
son on April 3-4.
Shuller's Wigwam, Hamilton and for the Father O'Connor OutXavier's Baseballer's traveled to North Bend. Cocktails .at 6 p.m. standing Athlete Award. Students
Florida this spring to capture an im- and dinner at 7 p.m. Price is $26 per may nominate an athlete by submit- 29.
pressive 6-4 record. Led by the couple.
The Malibu Race meeting will be
ting a petition signed by at least 10
Congratulations to Tohy. Hicks, students to the Vice President for , held Thursday, March 25 at 3 p.m.
strong pitching of Rick Noll and
h'ard hitting of Pete Spoerl, Matt wtl'cf\taf§efeCted'itsAP & UPI First Student Development. The petition in the Sports Center classroom. The
Porter, Rusty Staab, and Ted Team ALL-MCC; AP Honorable should describe the candidate's race will be held Saturday, March
Shalloe; the Muskies foresee a good Mention ALL-MCC: Dexter achievements·. Deadline for receipt 27 starting at 10 a.m. There is a 10
year. The Muskies travel to Bailey; UPI Honorable Mention· of petition of nomination is April percent discount for trial runs
before Saturday with an XU I.D.
Louisville Sunday to take on Bellar- ALL-MCC: Jeff Jenkins; Basket- 16, 1982 at 5 p.m.
The Floor Hockey Tournament
will beneld Sunday night March 28
at 7 p.m.
°"~
The Basketball finals are tonight
To most students - not just the top 20% ! Fram a vast data
in the gym. In the women's division
bank of information on $3 billion in financial aid, STUDENT AID
the Double Shots play Puff the
SERVICE locates 5-25 sources:
By GREG SICHAK
Magic Dragon at 6 p.m. In 6 Ft. &
• tailored to you '
Sports Reporter
Under the Average White Team
• indiyidually matched to your interests and qualifications
On Saturday the Muskie icers de- plays US at 7 p.m. In the Open
• quick, efficient .computerized method.
feated Can-Am by a score of 5-4. Division, the Wizards play The
• modest cost
The icers scored first with goals by Pack at 8 p.m.
Fee refunded if SAS cannot locate minimum of five sources for which
Tripp Barnes and Jim McKenna.
you are nominally.qualified. Write P,Q,.Box 15512, Cincinnati 45215, or
· Can-Arri tied the game, but the icers
telephone 244-1106 for complete informaiional material.
came back with two more goals by
Call 745-3607 for more Information.
Bobby Shea, assisted by Mike Constantini, and the second by Greg
Sichak, assisted by Barnes. To put
the game out of reach, another goal
was scored by· Barnes, assisted by
Shea and Tom McPike. The next
game will be tonight at Miami University at 7 p.m.
Compiled by WAYNE WIGGINS
Sports Editor

Ice team
prevails

.--'2..._ CASH FOR.COLLEGE.
IS AVAILABLE

.

..............._-... .....

/'~-AEROBIC ~
.
'
, ~...._DANCE CLASS)

......................_.,

~-

LiGhTh_OUSE LTdo

•

I CALL281-8890 I

MON. & WED.
5:30· - 6:30 pm

OR SZ.50
PER
VISIT

•

Large· .. · .. ·· · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · .. · ... 4.75
1

~:~!~~~~~r~:~e:~~~~~s~~~ 1~~!~~ushrooms-

•
•

· bacon-anchovles-pcpperor.,·ground beef-extra
ch~ese/ extra sauce

1

FREE REFRESHMENTS!!
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ' ' .. ·. ·. ·. ·...
·~

~

: : : : ;

.-

J::~1u~:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :~~

1615 DANA AVE.
CINTI OHIO 45207
.,

PLATTERS

.

CHILI

Includes lrench tries and cote slaw

•
•
•

·
531 ·2639

•

8

Bowl of chlll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ....... 1.40

i~~Ywlth

beans ...................... 1.35
2 X 4 ................................. 2•15
1 35
Large · · · · · · · ,·, ·
· · · · · ·ea. 1.10 Double·deck hamburger • two patties al beef
3
··········
··· '
Special Doluxe
on double·deck bun with a sllcc of cheese
4 way · · · '' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · l.GO
!Your choice of any six Ingredients)
shredded lettuce, plckle and tartar sauce:
s
1· 70
Small · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · ·" · · · · ... 3.30
(Sandwich only 1 30)
H Y · • · ·: · · · ·: ·
· • · · · • · • · 1·80
Medium ............................ 6.4 5
ot dog w'th ch'll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 65
·
Large ........................ .... ~:,10 Texan ................................ 2.45 ~~tdr~~;'~~;~~iil~"~.~~~~·s·~::
. :·:::: :~g
A generous portion of roast beef servod on
Fool long with chili and cheese
1 40

..

e

•

::v ···'· ·············' ········'· ···

8
•

•
9
e
ee

1

8

thll~~;~~~;h 0~;rye 1b~~~d

•

HOAGIES

•

~~~~: ~~~~=d·~(~~k'. meile'd ~~~~arella · · 1·

EXTRAS

.. .. .. ... .

6~~~c~1 ;~1es

95

Shrimp: ........ ,., ...... , ............ J.SO
··
· ....... 60
cheese, raw onions & our pizza sauce
21 pieces of shrimp with cocktail sauce
Onion Ring~·:· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .55
Hom Hoagle .......................... 1.95
C
.......75
Mtoomuantdo:'.sof ham, melted swiss cheese & sliced Beef Bor·B·O ... , ...... , , ... , .......... 2, 10 r~!~a~~l~dheeso
· · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . .60
'"
A hearty serving al beel bar·b·q served on a
'
·
· · · · · · · · .90
Roast Beef Hoegle .................... 1.95 bun.
DRINKS
~~i;~~~f~i~~~·~·~l~~~g~oddar cheese and
(Sandwich only 1.25)
Coke, Sprllo. Orange, Mello Yello
60
70

e• ·

8

TUES. & THURS.
5:30 - 6:30 pm

.

~~~:~,;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~g

e•

CLASSES

In the 6 Ft. & Under league; last
year's defending champion, The
Average White Team, will take on
US at 7 p.m. Also congratulations
to Tom Ross of The Wizards who
broke the scoring record of Ted
Shalloe by scoring 58 points. The
previous record was 55 points
scored in one game.
In the Women's Division, the
Double Shots will challenge the
Puff the Magic Dragon team at 6
p.m.

Plaln: Sauce & Mouarella cheese

•

Lunch Mont Hoagle .................... 1.95 Fish Fllet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sandwich only 1.50)

e

CLASSES

Sports Reporter

Intramural basketball playoffs
began this week with a bang. The
Average White Team, which was
favored to compete in the finals was
upset by The Pack in semi-final action. The Wizards held back the
Courtmasters in a very physical
game _to advance to the finals. The
Pack Will challenge The Wizards
tonight in the Sports Center at 8
p.m .

LITTLEGINOPIZZA

•

e
e

NEW CLASSES BEGIN
EVERY MONTH

By CHRISTOPHER MOORE

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.
The 2X4
e

VINE & CALHOUN .... FREE PARKING

X.U.l.M.
tourneys
begin

~:~~~ 1 ~~:l~~~ r~e~~~o~a;nishcd wilh lettuce,

1

2 40
.. " " " '

gn~/ Tab, Root B~er. H1 C Punch
0
M~k ~ ·
..
·..

55

.35

'h Pounder Hamburger Steak . . . . . . . , .. 2•6s Hot Chocoluto ·

•

e
8
e

w\~a~~~~~~~~:~k~~Bglnd

SINGLE SANDWICHES
Smnll hamburger

.70

.;,"~~~.:'~oero~~- ~ 0 •."''.'~

•

. . i.io

wllh h
10
1
Cold ha';.,~~~~- •ex ra ............... 130
Grilled cheese
.85
Grilled ham and cheese ............... 1.55

9

e
e

~g~ 1°t0~~1 ~~~~1~g·:::::::::::::: ...

:::~:~~

tartar sauce
With cheoso or tomato add 10¢ each

LOW CALORIE PLATTERS
Vi Pounder Hamburger Stelk
With collage cheese and sllcod tomatoes
· · · · · .. · · .. · .. · .. · .. · · .. · · · · · · · .... 2.75
Fish Fllet

H Id
o og .. ·. · · · · · .. ·. · ................55

•

Free Delivery for Xavier students.

Che I Salad: Choice al dressing . . . . .

····

1eo

SPECIAL HOURS FOR FINALS
WEEK WILL BE PO STE
D
HOURS:

With cottage cheeso and sltccd tomatoes
Mon· Thurs
. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .
. ........... 2.70 SFratt

•

•

e
•
e

. 130
1.00

.

Banana Spht

•
•

-~~

. . .60

~f.~s~n~~M

Sundaes .

O
•
8

. ... 2.20 Sun

e8
•

9:00 AM· 9:00 PM

9:00. 4:00 AM
Sat
11:00 AM· 4:00 AM Sun
1:00 PM • 9:00 PM

•

CUT OUT MENU AND SAVE

•

··~·························~··················
. . . ..... -·. ·. ·• - ·. ·. ·...... . - .
.

.

.
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·
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ROLLING STONE:
"PERSONAL BEST is the most penetrating,.

heartfelt and thrilling movie yet-made about
the American woman's rite of passage.
Robert Towne mcry be the first ·popular artist
in any art form ond of any sex to picture the
wild be~auty of young women with the my~hic
gusto usually reserved for young men. The
result ~ PERSONAL BEST - is one sweet
/ ·explosion. - Michael Sragow, ROLLING STONE
THE NEW YORKER:
"PERSONAL BEST is a celebration ••• a great,
lush romantic tune. A very smart· and Sf.1.per-

subtle movie - sensual and sexual _and
informative, too. PERSONAL BEST should be
one ol the best dating movies of all time,
because it pares away all traces of sell:..
.

.

.

COnSCIOUSneSS.

-

Pauline Kael, THE NEW YORKER

~·
'···.

/

